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All foundation details to be verified by a qualified engineer. The manufacturer disclaims liability resulting from any loss or damage incurred from their products, or their installation method, either direct or consequential.
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AS SHOWN

TREETOP W/PAVER GRATE & TREE GUARD-VARY &/m

DETAIL PLANS

GREENBLUE PAVER GRATE - REFER TO ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS.

RER300 ReRoute RIBBED LINEAR BARRIER INSTALLED ABOVE StrataCellS, WITH RIBS FACING TREE.

RRARB2 RootRain ARBORVENT INLET DEEP WATERING AND AERATION SYSTEM.

SC250 StrataCell STRUCTURAL SOIL MODULES LOADED WITH SCREENED SANDY LOAM SOIL MIX, ORGANIC 4-8% BY VOLUME.

100mm DRAINAGE LAYER.

GREENBLUE COMBI-GRID

RootRain VERGE LINEAR DRAIN

REBAR REINFORCEMENT PER CONCRETE SPEC'S

RootRain FLEXIBLE PIPE IRRIGATION SYSTEM

GREENBLUE COMBI-GRID

FILTER FABRIC UNDER STRATACELL SYSTEM

RS750 RootStop BARRIER LAID ON OUTER WALLS OF PIT.

GREENBLUE COMBI-GRID